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Abstract 
For a probabilistic graph (G = (V, E, s, t). p), where G is an undirected graph with specified 
source vertex s and sink vertex t (s # t) in which each edge has independent failure probability 
and each vertex is assumed to be failure-free, and p = (p(el), . ,p(e~~l)) is a vector consisting of 
failure probabilities p(e$s of all edges ei’s in E, we consider the problem of computing the 
expected maximum number c(;,,, of edge-disjoint s-t paths. It is known that this computing 
problem is NP-hard even if G is restricted to several classes like planar graphs, s-t out-in bitrees 
and s-t complete multi-stage graphs. In this paper, for a probabilistic graph (G = (V, E, s, t), p), 
we propose a lower bound of r(G,p) and show the necessary and sufficient conditions by which 
the lower bound coincides with r(c,pj. Furthermore, we also give a method of computing the 
lower bound of q,,,, for a probablhstic graph (G = (V, E, s, t), p). 
1. Introduction 
We consider a probabilistic graph (G = (V, E, s, t), p), and G is an undirected graph 
with specified source vertex s and sink vertex t (s # t) in which each edge has 
independent failure probability and each vertex is assumed to be failure-free, and 
p = (p(el), . . . ,p(elEl)) is a vector consisting of failure probabilities p(ei)‘s of all edges 
ei’s in E. The expected maximum number r,,,,, of edge-disjoint s-f paths (namely, s-t 
paths having no edge in common) in a probabilistic graph (G, p) is useful for network 
reliability analysis. Note that the problem of computing s, t-connectedness [1,4], 
namely, probability that there exists at least one operative s-t path, is a special case of 
computmg r,,,,, in a probabilistic graph (G, p). 
However, it is known that the problem of computing q,,,, in a probabilistic graph 
(G, p) is NP-hard, even if G is restricted to several classes, e.g., planar graphs, s-t out-in 
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bitrees and s-t complete multi-stage graphs [2,3]. Thus, for estimating qc,p,, it is 
interesting for us to find its lower bound in a probabilistic graph (G,p). 
In this paper, we define a lower bound of q,,,, using an s-t path number function of 
G for a probabilistic graph (G,p), and give the necessary and sufficient conditions by 
which this lower bound coincides with q,,,, and a method of computing this lower 
bound. This paper is organized as follows: 
Graph theoretic terminologies used throughout this paper are described in Sec- 
tion 2. A lower bound of r,,,,, in a probabilistic graph (G,p) is defined in Section 3. 
Section 4 shows the necessary and sufficient conditions by which this lower bound 
comctdes with r,,,,,. In Section 5, we suggest a method of computing the lower bound, 
and show that this computing method does not seem to efficiently compute this lower 
bound in general. 
2. Preliminaries 
2.1. Graph theoretic terminologies 
A two-terminal undirected graph G = (V, E, s, t) consists of a finite vertex set I’and 
a finite undirected edge (unordered pair of vertices) set E, where s and t, called source 
and sink, respectively, are two specified distinct vertices of V. For an edge (u, u), the two 
vertices u and u are said to be end vertices of (u, v), and edge (u, u) is said to be incident 
to vertex u and vertex v. 
In G = (V, E, s, t), an u-u path n of length k from vertex u to vertex u is an alternating 
sequence of vertices Ui E V (0 < i d k) and edges (ai _ r, Vi) E E (1 < i < k), 
where vertices 0;s (0 < i < k) are distinct, i.e., a path denotes a simple path throughout 
this paper. For short, we also denote an u-u path by 
rc:ug(=u),vi ,...) v~_i,uJ=u). 
The vertices u1 , . . . , vk _ 1 are called internal vertices of n and the vertices uO( =a), 
vk( = u) are called end vertices of n. Let V(n), E(n) denote the set of all vertices and the 
set of all edges on an u-v path 71, respectively. The set of all u-v paths in G is denoted 
by P,,(G). Paths rci, . . . . rr, are called internal vertex-disjoint paths if they have no 
vertex in common except their end vertices. s-t paths ni, . . . , rc, are called edge-disjoint 
s-t paths if any two of them have no edge in common, and the maximum number of 
edge-disjoint s-t paths in G is denoted by A,,(G). 
A graph G1 = (VI, E,) is a subgraph of G = (V, E, s, t), if Vi E V and El E E. If 
G1 is a subgraph of G, other than G itself, then G1 is a proper subgraph of G. For 
a subset E’ E; E, the subgraph derived from G by deleting all edges of E’ is denoted by 
G - E’( = (V, E - E’, s, t)). A subset E’( z E) is called an s-t edge-cutset if G - E’ has 
no s-t path. An s-t path n is said to be an s-t edge-cut-path if E(n) is an s-t 
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edge-cutset. An s-t edge-cutset with the minimum cardinality among s-t edge-cutsets 
of G is said to be minimum. By well-known Menger’s theorem [S], i,,(G) is equal to the 
cardinality of a minimum s-f edge-cutset for any G = (V, E, s, t). 
2.2. Probabilistic graph 
A probabilistic graph, denoted by (G = (V, E, s, t), p), or (G, p), for short, is defined as 
follows: 
(i) In G = (V, E, s, t), each edge e of E is in either of the following two states: failed or 
operative (not failed), having known independent failure probability p(e), 
0 < p(e) < 1 (or operative probability q(e) = 1 - p(e)), and each vertex is assumed 
to be failure-free. 
(ii) p is a vector consisting of all edge failure probabilities p(e)‘s in E. 
For a probabilistic graph (G = (V, E, s, t), p), let a subgraph G - U( E E) corres- 
pond to an event CPU that all edges of U are failed and all edges of E - U are operative. 
Clearly, the probability P(G - U) of arising a subgraph G - U( c E) is computed by 
the following formula: 
AC - u) = n p(e) n q(e)( = 1 - p(4). 
ecu f?oE-Cl 
Furthermore, xU E E P(G - U) = 1. 
Now, we define the expected maximum number q,,,, of edge-disjoint s-t paths in 
a probabilistic graph (G = (V, E, s, t), p) as follows: 
(1) 
It is known that the problem of computing q,,,, for a probabilistic graph (G,p) is 
NP-hard, even if G is restricted to several special classes like planar graphs, s-t out-in 
bitrees and s-t multi-stage complete graphs, etc. [2,3]. Thus, it is interesting for us to 
consider a lower bound of r,,,,, for estimating it. 
3. A lower bound of r,,,,, 
We define a lower bound of the expected maximum number of edge-disjoint s-t 
paths in a probabilistic graph. 
An s-t path number function f of G = (V, E, s, t) is a one-to-one integral function 
f: P,,(G) H { 1, . . . , IPst(olI}. The s-t path rc with f(rc) = k is said to be the s-t path of 
number k, and denoted by zk. The s-t path with the minimum number in G - E’( z E) 
with respect t0 f iS denoted by z,,,(G_E’,f). 
First, we give the following procedure FEDP to find a set of edge-disjoint s-t paths 
for G = (V,E,s,t). 
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Procedure FEDP 
Input: G = (V, E, s, t) and an s-t path number function f of G. 
Output: A set of edge-disjoint s-t paths FEDP(G,f). 
BEGIN 
G’ := G; FEDP(G,f) := 0; 
WHILE P,,(G’) # 0 DO 
BEGIN 
Find x,(c,,/) from P,,(G’); 
FEDP(G,f) := FEDP(G,f) u {x,(G,,~)}; 
G’ := G’ - E(Tc,,,(~,,~,) 
END; 
Output FEDP(G, f) 
END. 
Note that s-t path z,,,(~,,~) is arbitrarily selected from P,,(G’). It is clear that 
FEDP(G, f) obtained by FEDP is a set of edge-disjoint s-t paths in G = (V, E, s, t). 
Namely, the following formula holds. 
IFEDP(G,f)l < i,,(G) for any G,f: (2) 
For a probabilistic graph (G = (V, E, s, t), p) and an s-t path number function f of G, 
we now define the Value -T(G,I,p) as follows: 
-J;G,f,p) = & IFEDP(G - Utf)l~(G - u). (3) 
By formulas (l)-(3), -r(G,/,P) is a lower bound of qG,p,, namely, the following formula 
holds: 
4. Necessary and sufficient conditions 
In this section, we give the necessary and sufficient conditions by which -r(G,f,P, co- 
incides with r[G,,, in a probabilistic graph (G,p). 
4.1. Necessary and suflcient conditions qf an s-t path number function 
By formulas (l))(3), the following Theorem 4.1 immediately holds. 
Theorem 4.1. For a probabilistic graph (G = (V, E, s, t), p), -r(G,I,p) = CC,,, iff G has an 
s-t path number function f satisfying the following formula: 
I FEDP(G - U, f )I = d,,(G - U) for any U c E. (4) 
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Fig. I. A n-edge-cut s-t 2-edge-connected graph. 
Definition 4.1. An s-t path number function ,f of G = (V, E, s, t) is said to be exact if 
f satisfies formula (4). 
G = (V, E,s, t) is said to be s-t k-edge-connected if A,,(G) > k. G = (If, E, s, t) is 
said to be rc-edge-cut if n is an s-t edge-cut-path in G. G = (V, E,s, t) is said to be 
n-edge-cut s-t 2-edge-connected if IT is an s-t edge-cut-path of G and G is s-t 
2-edge-connected. A n-edge-cut s-t 2-edge-connected graph G = (V, E, s, t) is minimal, 
if G - {e} for any eE E - E(z) is not z-edge-cut s-t 2-edge-connected. For example, 
the graph shown in Fig. 1 is n-edge-cut s-t 2-edge-connected, where rc: 
vg(=s),u1,u2,uj,vq,c’5, v6,u7,u8,ug( =t). But it is not minimal as G - {e = (u,,~,)} is 
n-edge-cut s-t 2-edge-connected. Furthermore, the set of all minimal n-edge-cut s-t 
2-edge-connected subgraphs of an s-t path 7c in G is denoted by T’T(G, 71). For example, 
in the graph G given in Fig. 1, Y@“(G, rr) = {G - {el, G - {(u,, u,),(u,,o~),(u~,u~)}}. 
Clearly, the following lemma holds. 
Lemma 4.1. For G = (V, E, s, t), if i,,(G) > 2 holds and an s-t path z of G is an s-t 
edge-cut-path, then W(G, n) # 0. 
Lemma 4.2. If there exists an s-t path z satisfying W(G, n) = 0 in G = (V, E, s, t), then 
the following formula holds: 
&,(G - E(z)) = i,,(G) - 1. 
Proof. Clearly, i,,(G - E(X)) < i,,(G) - 1. Assume that I,,,(G - E(n)) <A,,(G) - 1. 
By this assumption, there exists a minimum s-t edge-cutset E* in G - E(n) that 
satisfies IE*l < A,,(G) - 2 by Menger’s theorem [S]. Consider subgraph G - E*, and 
it is clear that all s-t paths in G - E* share at least one edge of E(z), i.e., n is an s-t 
edge-cut-path of G - E*. Furthermore, let E’ be a minimum s-t edge-cutset of 
G - E*. As E’u E* is an s-t edge-cutset of G, lE’uE*l = I,!? + 
I E*l 3 A,,(G). By lE*l < i,,(G) - 2, we obtain IE’I = A,,(G - E*) 3 2, contradicting 
the fact that ?T(G, n) # 0 by Lemma 4.1. 0 
We now prove the following theorem. 




Fig. 2. An illustration of separation of G at an s-t 2-edge-connected articulation vertex. 
Theorem 4.2. In G = (V, E, s, t), an s-t path number function f of G is exact ifSfor any 
U G E with P,,(G - U) # 8, W(G - U, TC~(~~~,~J = 8. 
Proof. Necessity: Assume that an s-t path number function f of G is exact and 
that for some U G E with P,,(G - U) # 0, W(G - U, TL,(~-~,J # 8. By 
w(G - U, nm+u,f)) f 8, G - U has a subgraph G’EW(G - U,q,,CG-Li,fJ. 
&,(G’) = 2 by the definition of W(G - U, z,,,(G _ u,f,). As q,+ - u,s, is the s-t path with 
the minimum number of G’ and an s-t edge-cut-path of G’, we have 
FEDP(G’, f 1 = {%(G- 0,s) } by FEDP. Hence, IFEDP(G’, f)l( = 1) < A,,(G’)( =2), 
contradicting the fact that f is exact. 
Sufficiency: Assume that for any U s E with P,,(G - U) # 8, W(G - U, %(G-Ll,f)) = 
0. Then it is easy to prove that for any U c E, IFEDP(G - U, f)l = A,,(G - U) by 
iteratively applying Lemma 4.2. 0 
Definition 4.2 (Prohibit& s-t path subset). In G = (V, E, s, t), a subset P of the s-t path 
set P,,(G) is called a prohibitive s-t path subset if, for each s-t path rc of P, there is 
a n-edge-cut s-t 2-edge-connected subgraph G,E W(G, rr) such that s-t path set P,,(G,) 
is contained in P, i.e., P,,(G,) s P. 
For example, each of the graphs shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b) has a prohibitive s-t path 
subset, namely, s-t path set itself, and each of the graphs shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d) has 
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no prohibitive s-t path subset. Furthermore, we introduce the following procedure 
TEST to tell if G = (V, E, s, t) contains a prohibitive s-t path subset or an exact s-t 
path number function f of G exists. 
Procedure TEST 
Input: G = (I’, E, s, t). 
Output: Either an s-t path number function f of G or a subset P of P,,(G). 
BEGIN 
P := P,,(G); i := 1; Q := {rt E P,,(G) 1 W(G, TC) = 8); 
WHILE Q # 0 DO 
BEGIN 
P := P - Q; 
REPEAT 
Select an s-t path 7c from Q; 
f(n) := i; i := i + 1; Q := Q - {rc} 
UNTIL Q = 0; 
Q := (7~ E P 1 P,,(G,) yk P for all G,E %“-(G, TC)} 
END; 
IF P = 0 THEN output f ELSE output P 
END. 
Clearly, the following Lemma 4.3 holds by Definitions 4.1 and 4.2. 
Lemma 4.3. Zf TEST outputs an s-t path number function f of G, then f is exact, when 
G = (V, E, s, t) is input. If TEST outputs a subset P of P,,(G), then P is a prohibitive s-t 
path subset, when G = (V, E, s, t) is input. 
In G = (V, E, s, t), if there is a prohibitive s-t path subset P( c P,,(G)), then there 
does not exist any exact s-t path number function f: Otherwise, if G has an exact s-t 
path number function f; and suppose rc, is the s-t path of the minimum number with 
respect to f among P. By Definition 4.2, there is GXm E YJV(G, rr,,,) in G that satisfies 
P,,(GJ E P. Thus, rc, is also the s-t path of the minimum number with respect to f in 
G,,. Therefore, by FEDP, FEDP(GXm, f) = 1 < &,(G,J = 2. This leads to a contra- 
diction that f is an exact s-t path number function of G. Hence, by Theorem 4.2 and 
Lemma 4.3, the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 4.3. G = (V, E, s, t) has an exact s-t path number function ifs it contains no 
prohibitive s-t path subset. 
4.2. Characterization of graph having a prohibitive s-t path subset 
A graph is connected if there is a path connecting each pair of vertices and 
otherwise disconnected. A connected component of a graph is a maximal connected 
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Fig. 3. A prohibitive graph. 
subgraph, which is simply called a component. If there exist distinct vertices U, v and 
win a graph such that all the paths connecting u and w contain u as an internal vertex, 
then v is an articulation vertex. A two-terminal connected graph is said to be s, t 
non-separable if its subgraph obtained by removing s, t is connected. In the following 
discussion, we assume that G = (V, E, s, t) is an s, t non-separable two-terminal con- 
nected graph, unless otherwise specified. 
Definition 4.3 (s-t 2-edge-connected articulation vertex). A vertex v of G = (V, E, s, t) is 
said to be an s-t 2-edge-connected articulation vertex, if v is an s-t articulation vertex of 
G and there exist both two edge-disjoint s-v paths and two edge-disjoint v-t paths in G. 
For example, in the graph illustrated in Fig. 2(a), vertices U, G’, w are s-t 2-edge- 
connected articulation vertices. 
Definition 4.4 (Separation of G at an s-t 2-edge-connected articulation vertex). Assume 
that G = (V, E, s, t) has an s-t 2-edge-connected articulation vertex v. The following 
sequence of operations is said to be separation of G at an s-t 2-edge-connected 




The two components C, and C, are obtained by removing u from G. 
u is connected to Ci (or C,) with all edges (u, u))s of G having one end vertex u in 
Ci (or CZ). 
Note that C1 contains either of s, t. If C1 contains s (or t) then let s (or t) be si (or 
tl) and let u be ti (or si). s2 and t2 are similarly defined for Cz. 
For example, the two graphs illustrated in Fig. 2(b),(c) are obtained by the separ- 
ation of the graph given in Fig. 2(a) at an s-t 2-edge-connected articulation vertex u. 
Definition 4.5 (Prohibitive graph). G = (V, E, s, t) is said to be a prohibitive graph, if G, 
or one of the graphs derived from G by separations of G at all s-r 2-edge-connected 
articulation vertices in G is homeomorphic to the graph shown in Fig. 3. 
The two graphs illustrated in Fig. 2(a),(b) are both prohibitive graphs. But the 
graph given in Fig. 2(d) (although it contains a subgraph homeomorphic to the graph 
shown in Fig. 3) is not a prohibitive graph as the vertex u is not its s-t 2-edge- 
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connected articulation vertex and it is not homeomorphic to the graph shown in 
Fig. 3. It is easy to verify that for a prohibitive graph G = (V, E,s, t), P,,(G) is 
a prohibitive s-t path subset. Thus, we immediately obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.4. If G = (V, E, s, t) contains a prohibitive graph as its subgraph, then it has 
a prohibitive s-t path subset. 
Furthermore, we show that if G = (V, E, s, t) has a prohibitive s-t path subset, then 
it contains a prohibitive graph as its subgraph. For our aim, we need more definitions. 
Definition 4.6 (Attachment vertex [6,7]). An attachment vertex of a subgraph G1 in G is 
a vertex of Gi incident in G with some edge not belonging to Gi. 
Definition 4.7 (Bridges [6,7]). Let J be a fixed subgraph of G. A subgraph Gi of G is 
said to be J-detached in G if all its attachment vertices are in J. We define a bridge of 
J in G as any subgraph B that satisfies the following three conditions: 
(i) B is not a subgraph of J. 
(ii) B is J-detached in G. 
(iii) No proper subgraph of B satisfies both (i) and (ii). 
Definition 4.8 (Degenerate and proper bridges. Nucleus of a bridge [6,7]). An edge 
e = (u, u) of G not belonging to J but having both end vertices in J is referred to as 
a degenerate bridge. 
Let G- be the graph derived from G by deleting the vertices of J and all edges 
incident to them. Let C be any component of GP. Let B be the subgraph of G obtained 
from C by adjoining to it each edge of G having one end vertex in C and the other end 
vertex in J and adjoining also the end vertices in J of all such edges. The subgraph 
B satisfies the conditions (i)-(iii) in Definition 4.7 and is a bridge. Such a bridge is 
called proper. The component C of G- is the nucleus of B. 
For the graph shown in Fig. 4, let J be an s-t path rc: v,,( =s), vi, v2, v3, v4, us, v6( = t), 
then all vertices on rr other than v4 are all attachment vertices of rr in the graph. Br, B, 
and B, are proper bridges of rr in the graph and B, is a degenerate bridge of 7~ in the 
graph. By Definitions 4.6 and 4.7, the following lemma obviously holds. 
Lemma 4.5. Let IZ be an s-t path in G = (V, E, s, t). If there is a proper bridge B of 7t in G, 
then any two vertices, u, v in B are connected by a path consisting of edges and vertices 
only in the nucleus of B. 
Let y: vo,vl,..., ok- l,vk be a path from u. to vk in a graph. A subsequence 
VitVi+l,...,vj-t,Vj of y for 0 < i < j < k is called a subpath of y, and denoted by 
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bridge BI bridqe BP 
bridge b 
Fig. 4. An illustration of attachment vertices, bridges and nuclei. 
y[Ui, Uj]. If 7’: vO, v,, . . . , vi_ ,, vi and 7”: vi, vi+ i, . . . , uk_ I, uk are two internal vertex- 
disjoint paths, then the concatenation y’ * y” of y’ and y” is zlO, vi, . . . , ui_ 1, ui, 
ui+l,~.*,uk-ltuk. 
Definition 4.9 (Path avoiding s-t path 7~). Let TI be an s-t path in G = (V, E, s, t). For 
two vertices vi, uj in V(n), a path between ui and Uj consisting of edges not in E(z) and 
vertices not in V(n) except ui, vj is said to be avoiding 7~. 
For example, the path ut, ui, u2, u5 is avoiding the s-t path 71 in the graph illustrated 
in Fig. 1. 
Definition 4.10 (Order relation with respect to an s-t path). Let TL: uO( =s), 
vi, . . . , ok_ l,vk( =t) be an s-t path in G = (V, E,s, t). We define an order relation <= 
over I’(n) with respect to 7c as follows: For any Vi,Uj (0 < i,j 6 k), Ui <= Vj iff i <j. If 
ui <X uj, ui (uj) is said to be to the left (right) of Uj (Vi). 
Definition 4.11 (Intersection vertex of two paths rc,r). Let IT,% be two paths in 
G = (V, E, s, t). A vertex u in G is called an intersection vertex of IZ, o! if 71, o! arrive at v or 
leave from v by two distinct edges. The set of all intersection vertices of rc, CI is denoted 
by K,( E I’(n) C-J I’(4). 
In the graph given in Fig. 1, for two s-t paths n and CC ue( =s), v1,u1,u2,v6,u7, 
ug( =t), we have V,, = {ul,v6,v7,vg}. 
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S t 
Fig. 5. An illustration of the proof of Lemma 4.6(ii). 
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that G = (V, E, s, t) has an s-t path x: uo( = s), ul, . . . , uk _ I, Q( = t) 
satisfying W(G, 7~) # 8. Let G,E W(G, n) be a minimal n-edge-cut s-t 2-edge-connected 
subgraph of G, and let cq /I be two edge-disjoint s-t paths in G,. Let V,, = {x1, x1, . . . ,x,} 
be the set of all intersection vertices of n,cc, where x1 <=x2 cn... <I xP. Let P$ = 
CY~,Y~, . . ..y.} be th e set of all intersection vertices of n, b, where y, cn y, < li... cE y,. 
Let P& = {zl,zz, . . . ,zI} be the set of all vertices which X,=,/I have in common, where 
z1 crrz2 cIr..’ cnz,. Then 
0) 
(ii) 
For a subpath a[xi, xi+ 1] of a avoiding n, if there is no yj in Vnp satisfying xi <z yj 
<nXi+l, then n[xi,xi+l] isasubpath ofp, namely, ~[xi,xi+l] = /?[xi,xi+,]. (For 
a subpath fl[yj, yj+ 11 of /I avoiding TC, if there is no xi in V,, satisfying 
yj<nxi<nyj+l, then n[xi,xi+,] is a subpath qf CX, namely, n[yj,yj+l] = 
@CXi>Xi+l].) 
For any zk,zk+l (1 d k < r - l), the two subpaths b[zkrzk+I], p[zk,zk+I] are 
vertex-disjoint other than zk, zk + , . 
Proof. (i) Otherwise, assume that n[xi, xi+ 1] is not a subpath of /?, i.e. there is an edge 
in ~[xi, Xi+ 11 but not in fi. AS there is no yj in V$ satisfying Xi <= yj <x Xi+ 1, 
n[xi, xi+ 1] is edge-disjoint with /I by this assumption and the definition of Vnp. Thus, 
p and r[s,xi] *z[xi,xifl] *z[.x~+~, t] are two edge-disjoint s-t paths in 
G, - E(a[xi,xi+l]). Note that 7~ is an s-t edge-cut-path in G, - E(M[xi,xi+l]). 
Hence, G, - E(cc[xi, xi+ 1]) is a n-edge-cut s-t 2-edge-connected subgraph in G. This 
contradicts the fact that G, is a minimal n-edge-cut s-t 2-edge-connected subgraph of 
G. 
(ii) Assume that the two subpaths a[zk, zk+ 1] of c? and p[zk, zkf 1] of p have 
a Vertex V*( # zk, zk+ 1) in COI’mIOn. Clearly, V* iS not On 7r[cZk, zk+ 11. Let XLe v, be the 
rightmost vertex on c! to the left of U* and let xR E V, be the leftmost vertex on x to the 
right of v*. Likewise, let yL E V& be the rightmost vertex on fi to the left of u* and let 
yR E V$ be the leftmost vertex on p to the right of u*. (See Fig. 5.) Note that xL, xR are 
distinct from y,, yR) respectively, unless XL = ye = ZL and xR = yR = zR. 
In the case of xL <R y, <II yR < Tr xR, the two s-t paths a,P’ = p[s, yL] * [yL, yR] * 
p[yR, t] are edge-disjoint as z[yL,yR] is avoiding /?. Furthermore, let G’ be the 
subgraph obtained from G, be deleting all edges on /I’[yL, II*] and /I[u*,~R]. By 
Lemma 4.1, G’ is n-edge-cut s-t 2-edge-connected, as 7c is an s-t edge-cut-path and G’ 
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is s-t 2-edge-connected. This contradicts the fact that G, is a minimal z-edge-cut s-t 
2-edge-connected subgraph of G. 
Discussions similar to the case of xL cc y, < 1[ y, < K xR prove other cases. 0 
Definition 4.12 (Interhcing subpaths). Suppose that G = (V, E,s, t) has an s-t path 
77: Ug(=s),q,..., uk_ 1, vk( = t) satisfying ?V(G, X) # 8. Let G,E %‘“(G, x) be a minimal 
n-edge-cut s-t 2-edge-connected subgraph of G. Let ~1, fl be two edge-disjoint s-t paths 
in G,. Let V, = {x1,x2, . . . ,x,} be the set of all intersection vertices of 7c, CY, where 
x1 Crrx2 Cn... <.x,.Let VXp = {y,,y, ,..., y4} be the set of all intersection vertices of 
n,p, where y, <.y2 -c~... cnyq. Let V& = {z1,z2,...,zI} be the set of all vertices 
which rc, CC, p have in common, where z1 <L z2 < *.‘. <* z,. Subpaths c1 [Xi, Xi+ 1] of 
c( avoiding x and fi [ yj, yj + 1] of p avoiding n, where either xi < II yj or yj < n Xi, are said 
to be interlacing subpaths, if the subpath z[.x~, yj+ 11 (z[yj,xi+ 11) contains no vertex of 
V& when Xi < n yj (yj < I Xi). 
In the graph shown in Fig. 1, for two edge-disjoint s-t paths; CC uO( =s), u~,u~,u~, 
%,U2,%,h,%f=a P: u0(=4,w1,~2,~3, u5,u~,ug,d=Q, we have V,, = (v1,u4, 
u5,u6,u7,u9), Kp = {h,~2,h,~~,~~,u~}, KQ = CUO,U~,U~,U~}.C~CU~,U~I,BCUO,U~I~~~ 
interlacing subpaths, and c( [u,, v9], fi [ ug, us] are also interlacing paths. But a[ul, u4], 
B[u6, os] are not interlacing subpaths as u5, u6 E Vnap are on z[uO, us]. By Definition 
4.12 and Lemma 4.6, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.7. Suppose that G = (V, E, s, t) has an s-t path n: uO( = s), ul, . . . , ok_ I, uk( = t) 
satisfying W(G, z) # 8. Let G,E W(G, 7~) be a minimal z-edge-cut s-t 2-edge-connected 
subgraph of G. Let ~1, p be two edge-disjoint s-t paths in G,. Let V,, = {x1,x2, . . . ,xp}, 
K@ = {Y~,YZ,...,Y,} and V,,@ = {z~,zz, . . . , zr} be as in Definition 4.12. If there are two 
interlacing subpaths U[xi,xi+l], fi[yj,yj+1] 0f~1,p, respectively, where xi < It yj, then 
there is a subpath p [yj’, yj, + 11 of /? satisfying xi < n yj, < II xi + 1 < n yj’+ 1 such that 
M[Xi, xi+ 11, /?[yj,, yj,+ 11 are interlacing subpaths. 
In order to show that if G = (V, E, s, t) has a prohibitive s-t path subset P( c P,,(G)), 
then it must contain a prohibitive graph as its subgraph, we now prove the following 
two lemmas. 
Lemma 4.8. Zf G = (V, E, s, t) has a prohibitiue s-t path subset P( E P,,(G)), then P con- 
tains an s-t path rc such that some proper bridge B of x in G has two interlacing subpaths 
c([x~,x~+~] of C( and /I[yj,yj+l] of /3 with respect lo 7~ in G,, where G, is Q minimal 
n-edge-cut s-t 2-edge-connected subgraph of G, and CY, fi are two edge-disjoint s-t paths 
in G,. 
Proof. Assume that P contains no s-t path rc such that some proper bridge B of 71 in 
G has interlacing subpaths cc[,q, Xi+ 1] of tl and fl[yjYyj+ ,] ofg with respect to 7~ in G,, 
where G, is a minimal n-edge-cut s-t 2-edge-connected subgraph of G, and CI, /? are two 
edge-disjoint s-t paths in G,. (We call this Assumption 1.) 
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By Definition 4.8, there is an s-t path rc,, of P having a proper bridge of q, in G. Let 
BO be a proper bridge of q, in G. Let PO be the s-t path set derived from P by deleting 
all s-t paths of P having at least one vertex in the nucleus of BO. If there is an s-t path 
rr’ in PO satisfying the following condition: 
Condition A: At least one of attachment vertices of B, of x0 in G is not contained in the 
s-t path 71’. 
Then we modify no, BO, PO as follows: 
Let rc’ be an s-t path of PO satisfying Condition A. 
Let B’ be the bridge of 7~’ in G containing the nucleus of bridge Be. 
Let P’ be the s-t path set derived from PO by deleting all s-t paths of PO having at 
least one vertex in the nucleus of B’. 
Let now rco, Bo, PO be rc’, B’, P’, respectively. 
We iteratively modify zo, B. and PO until PO has no s-t path satisfying Condition A. 
Thus, for rco, B. and PO, we have the following facts: 
Fact 1. In each modification, the number of s-t path of PO decreases at least by one, as 71’ 
is deleted from PO. 
Fact 2. B. is a bridge of any s-t path of PO in G, as any s-t path of PO has no vertex in the 
nucleus of B,, by modifying PO and has all attachment vertices of B. in G by Condition A. 
Fact 3. For any no PO v {no}, B. does not contain any one of two interlacing subpaths 
aCxi,xi+ll of a and BCyj,Yj+11 of 81 w h ere cr, p are two edge-disjoint s-t paths in 
G,E ?N’-(G, rr) satisfying P(G,) E P. Otherwise, assume that B. contains the subpath 
CI[X~~X~+~] of cx By Lemma 4.7, we can assume that /I[yi,yj+I] of /I satisfies either 
Yj<nXi<nYj+l or Yj<nXi+l <= Yj+l. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
JJ<nXi <nyj+l. By Fact 2, both Xi,Xi+l are attachment vertices of B. of no in G. By 
Assumption 1, B. does not contain the subpath B[yj,yj+,] of fi. At least one of 
attachment vertices of B. of no in G is not contained in s-t path n’ = z[s, yj] * 
/I[yj, yj+ I]* 7c[yjtI, t] as the attachment vertex xi is not in V(n’). n’ is in P as 
TC’E P,,(G,) c P. Hence, by modifying PO, n’ is in PO satisfying Condition A, contradicting 
the fact that PO has no s-t path satisfying Condition A. 
Proof of Lemma 4.8 (Conclusion). Further, if PO # 8, then if there is a proper bridge of 
rco in G different from B. then let rt = rt o, B1 be a proper bridge of rco in G different 
from Bo, PI = PO, otherwise, let n be an s-t path of PO, B1 be a proper bridge of no in 
G different from Bo, PI = PO u {7to} - {x1}. Similarly, we iteratively modify rri, B1, PI 
until PI has no s-t path satisfying Condition A. For rci, B, and PI, we also have the 
same facts as that for rco, B. and PO. Clearly, PI c PO. 
By Fact 1, we can stop this modification until Pi = 8. As xi E P, there is G, E %‘“(G, xi) 
satisfying PS,(Gzi) G P. Let CLi, pi be two edge-disjoint s-t paths in G,, and let 
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rsi[xi’, xi,+ i] of 51i and /?i[yj,, yjs+ i] of fli be two interlacing subpaths. Any one of 
ai[xi,, xi, + i] and Bi [yj,, Yj, + i] is not contained in one of bridges Bo, Bi, . . . , Bi- 1, other- 
wise contradicting Fact 3. By Assumption 1, Bi contains at most one of cci[xi,, xi’+ i] and 
pi [yf, yjs + i]. Without loss of generality, we assume that Bi does not contain cCi[xi,, Xi’+ i]. 
Thus, s-t path K’ = ni[s, xi,] * ai[xi’, xi’+ i] * ni[xi, + 1, t] is in G, and of P. AS Xi does not 
have any vertex in the nucleus of any of bridges BO, B1, . . . , Bi by modifying 
PO,P 1, . . . , Pi, rc’ also has no vertex in the nucleus of any of bridges &,B,, . . . ,Bi. 
Hence, 7~’ also is in Pi by modifying Pi. This contradicts Pi = 8. 0 
Lemma 4.9. Suppose that G = (V, E, s, t) has an s-t path K satisfying W(G, 7~) # 8. Let 
a,fi be two edge-disjoint s-t paths in G,EW(G, n). Let V,, = {x1,x2, . . . ,xp}, V$, = 
j~~,y~,...,y,}and Kza = {zl,zz,..., z,} be dejined us in Dejinition 4.12. Ifa bridge B of 
n in G contains interlacing subpaths a[Xi, Xi+ 1] of a and fi[yj, yj+ 1] of /I in G, with 
respect to TC. Then G contains a prohibitive graph us its subgraph. 
Proof. By the known conditions given in this lemma, we construct a prohibitive graph 
as its subgraph. 
By Lemma 4.5, there is a path rc,, between an internal vertex u on a[xi, xi+ i] and 
an internal vertex u on p[yj, yj+ i] consisting of edges and vertices only in the nucleus 
of bridge B, i.e., rr,,, is vertex-disjoint with 7c except u,u. Without loss of generality, 
assume that Xi <x yj. Let Z~E V& be the rightmost vertex to the left of Xi and let 
zR E l~‘,,@~ be the leftmost vertex to the right of yj+ i. Namely, ~L[z~,z~] has no vertex in 
Vmp as X[Xi,Yj+ 1] has no vertex in V&. (See Fig. 6.) By Lemma 4.6(ii), the two 
subpaths a[zL,zR], /?[zL,zR] are vertex-disjoint other than zL,zR. 
Without loss of generality, assume that path rc,,: w,,( = u), wi, . . . , wl( = u) has no 
vertex on both c( [zL, zR] and p [zL, zR] except wo, We. Furthermore, let wL E V(q,,) be 
the leftmost vertex shared by z,, and the leftmost subpath rJx~,x~+ ,] among all 
subpaths of a, fl (namely, CY [xi, Xi + i]‘s and p [yj, yj+ i]‘s) avoiding n, where either 
(yL = c( and r;. = 8) or (yL = /? and yi = c() holds. Let wRe V(n,,) be the rightmost 
vertex shared by q,, and the rightmost subpath yR[xi, xf+ i] among all subpaths of 
CC,P (namely, ~Cxi,xt+l]‘S and BCyj~yj+11 ‘s avoiding n, where either (YR = c( and  
yk = p) or (yR = fl and rk = c() holds. Let zL* E V& be the rightmost vertex to the left 
of xi and let zR. E V& be the leftmost vertex to the right of xi+ ,. Let y,,, E KY;, be the 
leftmost vertex to the right of xt on V,,;, and let Y,,,~E V,,; be the rightmost vertex to 
the left of xi+i on Vny;. (See Fig. 6.) Then, by Lemma 4.6(ii), the two subpaths 
YLL-%*, wL.1, YLCZL’Y y,,J are vertex-disjoint other than zL*, and the two subpaths 
YR[WR, ZR*I Y’R[Y,,, zR*] are vertex-disjoint other than zR*. 
Case11 WL#U,WL#UandWR#U,WR#V. 
Case 1.1: 7c,,: w()( =u), . . ,WL, . ..) WR, . ..) wI( =u). (See Fig. 6(a).) Thus, paths 





Fig. 6. An illustration of the proof of Lemma 4.9. 
~z,,*“z,;,* = ~iCzL*,Yw,,l* ~CYlv,,JLl *BczL,zRl* ~CZi7,YwJ *Y~CYwZR*l, 
Tv,~;, = TWCWL, ul * MC& ZRI, 
~c.wx = ~““CO, %I 
are internal vertex-disjoint paths. Clearly, the subgraph G* consisting of the paths is 
homeomorphic to the graph shown in Fig. 3. 
Case 1.2: 7c,,: wO( =u), . . . , wR, . . . , wL, . . . , w[( =u). (See Fig. 6(b).) Thus, paths 
are internal vertex-disjoint paths. Clearly, the subgraph G* consisting of the paths is 
homeomorphic to the graph shown in Fig. 3. 
Case 2: One of (1) wL = u and wR # u, (2) wL = u and wR # u, (3) wR = u and wL # u 
and (4) wR = v and wL # U. Here, we shall only prove the case (1). Other cases can also 
be proved by discussions similar to that in the case (1). 
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(1) w, = u and wR # u hold. Thus, q,,: wI( = w,, = u), wR, . . , wl( = u). This case is 
considered as a special case of Case 1.1, where zL* = zL, yL = z and yi = p. From Case 
1.1, paths 
nz w w z * I. 1. R R = %[zL>wLl *%,v~~L~~R~ *yR[wR~zR'I> 
Jb,,uz&.* = ~~z,~zR~*~~zR~~w,~*~;(~Y,,~zR*l~ 
nW.Z, = %,[wL,ul *~[~,zRl, 
~UWR = %dbwR1 
are internal vertex-disjoint paths. Clearly, the subgraph G* consisting of the paths is 
homeomorphic to the graph shown in Fig. 3. 
Case 3: wL = M and wR = V. This case is also considered as a special case of Case 1. 
Furthermore, as there are edge-disjoint paths c( [s, zL.], PCs, z,*] and edge-disjoint 
paths x[zR*, t], D[zL., t] in G,, which have no vertex in G* other than zL*, zR’. Thus, 
the subgraph obtained by connecting paths c( [s, zr,.], /?[s, z,*], c1 [zR*, t] and B[zL., t] 
to G* is a prohibitive graph by Definition 4.5. 0 
By Theorem 4.3 and Lemmas 4.5, 4.8, 4.9, the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 4.4. For a probabilistic graph (G, p), -r(c,f,P, = q,,,, iJfG contains no prohibi- 
tive graph as its subgraph. 
5. A method of computing the lower bound 
We show a method of computing the lower bound -r(c,J,P, for a probabilistic graph 
(G, p) and an s-t path number f of G. We first wish to recall the procedure FEDP and 
the definition of -r(c,J,P, in Section 3. 
For a probabilistic graph (G = (V, E, s, t), p) and an s-t path number function f of G, 
let ?2f,ni denote the set of all U s E for which s-t path 7Ci s selected as a member of 
edge-disjoint s-t paths FEDP(G - U, f). Let ~(8”) be the probability of the event 8” 
that all edges of U are failed and all edges of E - U are operative, and p(G;,.,) is the 
probability of the event that at least one event k?c, for all U E%‘~,.,, arises in (G,p). 
Thus. we have 
&CJ,P) = “& 1 FEDP(G - U,f)lp(G - U) 
lPAG)I 
= c c P(G--U) 
i= 1 UsQf,,, 
IP,,(G)I 
= c c P(&“o) 
i= 1 U&J,“, 
IPw(G)I 
= c P(&,,J. 
i=l 
(5) 
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We can compute the lower bound -r(c,f,p, b y formula (5) instead of formula (3). To 
precisely describe the event 6”.,,, we need more notations. 
For G = (V,E, s, t) and an s-t path number function f of G, let Qr,z, = 
{ zj E P,,(G) I E(ni) n E(nj) + 8 and f(nj) =j < f(Xi) = i}. By FEDP, for i, j (1 < 
j < i < 1 P,,(G)I), we have 
‘{U SF E 1 E(zi) E E - U}, 
@f,?rf = ( Qs,n, = 8; 
{U c E I E(ni) E E - U and U $ ‘%!f,*, for all ~j E Qr,n,}, 
\ Qr,n, f 8. 
(6) 
For some events J?I,&2, . . . ,k$,‘,, we denote by &‘I&2...&, or nyEI &, for short, the 
event that all events B,, &T2, . . . , &m arise simultaneously, and by &?I + g2 + ... + &,, or 
xy= 1 L?i, for short, the event that at least one event of d,, &, . . , JFm arises. The event 
52 satisfying p(Q) = 1 is said to be whole euent, and the event 8 satisfying p(0) = 0 is 
said to be empty event. Let 2 denote the complementary event of 1. Clearly, the 
following formulas hold for any two events 4,&j. 
For a probabilistic graph (G = (V, E, s, t), p), let &‘e denote the event that edge e E E is 
operative (not failed), then 8e denotes the event that edge eE E is failed. Clearly, 
probabilities p(&), ~(8~) of events ge,, & is q(e)( = 1 - p(e)), p(e), respectively. More- 
over, the event gL,, U G E is as follows: 
esu ecE- U 
For any E’ E E, we can easily prove the following: 
(10) 
For a probabilistic graph (G = (If, E, s, t), p) and an s-t path number function f of G, 
when Qs,n, = 8, we have 
= c 8~ (by (6)) 
L’CEandE(ni)EE-U 
= n & C 8”. (by (9)) 
eeE(n,) U’CE-E(n,) 
= n 4 (by (10)). 
eaE(n,) 
(11) 
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Clearly, ~(4.d = LeEcar) 4( e 1) is efficiently computed. However, when Qr,n, # 0, 
= c 4, (by (6)) 






UcEandE(n,)r E- L’ Ui.EandU~‘%,,,,for all nIsQ,.,, ) 
= 
( ” ’ ’ “‘) (n,!& b’@Z,,$ndi,is) lb’ (9)) etE(rr,) U’EE-E(n,) 
= n 6 n GJt, (by (10) and the definition of c?~,,:) (12) 
etE(n,) xi E Q,. r, 
is obtained. Moreover, by (7), (S), each of events c?~,.~, for all TL~EQ~,.~, can be _ 
abbreviated to the event c?‘,.,,,~ in which both c?~ and ZC, for any e E E(ni), does not 
appear. EQf,.,,n, = rLjEQ,. &.n,,n, and rLqn,) e 6 are independent. Hence, for ni 
satisfying Qf,_ # 0, we h&e 
The lower bound -r(G,j,p, does not seem to be efficiently computed in general, as the 
events cS”,~,,~~, for all Tcj E Qf,7i,, are not necessarily independent of each other, i.e., the 
probability p(bf,.,) does not seem to be efficiently computed in general, and in 
addition to this, (P,,(G)1 is not polynomial in the size of a general graph G. 
6. Concluding remarks 
For a probabilistic graph, we proposed a lower bound for estimating the expected 
maximum number of edge-disjoint s-t paths. The necessary and sufficient conditions 
with respect to both s-t path number function and graph construction, where this 
lower bound coincides with the expected maximum number of edge-disjoint s-t paths, 
are clarified. A method of computing this lower bound is also given, although by this 
computing method the lower bound does not seem to be efficiently computed for 
a general probabilistic graph. 
However, for a probabilistic one-layered s--t graph, (a two-terminal graph where the 
subgraph obtained by deleting its s, t is exactly a simple path. Fig. 7 illustrates an 
example of one-layered s-t graph.) as it satisfies the necessary and sufficient conditions 
and the number of all its s-t paths is a polynomial function in the number of its 
vertices, the lower bound based on its exact s-t path number function can efficiently 
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Fig. 7. A one-layered s-t graph. 
be computed by the computing method shown in Section 5, i.e., the expected max- 
imum number of edge-disjoint s-t paths in a probabilistic one-layered s-t graph can 
efficiently be computed. Detailed descriptions of these proofs are lengthy and to be 
reported elsewhere. 
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